Infrared detector technologies were originally developed primarily for military demands, such as night vision, missile tracking, target acquisition and surveillance. In the past few decades, the use of infrared technologies for civilian applications has been steadily growing. Nowadays, infrared detectors can be found in a wide variety of applications, including medical diagnostics, biological and chemical threat detection, electrical power system inspection, infrared spectroscopy, and thermal imaging. Photon detection and thermal sensing are the two main approaches used for the implementation of infrared detectors. Photonic detectors exploit the interaction between photons and electrons in a semiconductor material to produce an electrical output signal upon exposure to infrared radiation[@b1][@b2]. They have the advantages of high signal-to-noise ratio (hence high resolution) and fast response time. However, to achieve such a high performance, they typically need cryogenic cooling to prevent thermally generated carriers[@b3], making them bulky, expensive and power inefficient. On the other hand, thermal detectors rely on the temperature-induced change of material physical properties upon exposure to infrared radiation. They are generally less expensive, more compact and power efficient than semiconductor photon detectors, given their intrinsic capability to operate at room temperature, but they exhibit relatively worse resolution and slower response time. Several uncooled thermal detector technologies have been demonstrated including bolometers[@b4], thermopiles[@b5], pyroelectric detectors[@b6] and more recently, resonant detectors (electromechanical[@b7] and optical[@b8]).

Recently, the development of miniaturized, ultra-low-power and low-cost sensor technologies (including uncooled thermal detectors) have attracted great attention for the implementation of highly distributed wireless sensor networks, such as the internet of things, in which physical and virtual object are connected together through the exploitation of sensing and wireless communication functionalities. In this context, micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) can have a tremendous impact, since they can simultaneously provide multiple sensing and wireless communication functionalities integrated in a small footprint. The use of MEMS/NEMS has been explored in a large number of applications, spanning from semiconductor-based technology[@b9] to fundamental science[@b10]. In particular, MEMS technology has also been employed successfully for miniaturized and ultra-sensitive uncooled infrared detectors such as microbolometers[@b11] and micromachined thermopile[@b12]. Among different MEMS/NEMS sensor technologies, the one based on a resonant-sensing mechanism offers significant advantages over other non-resonant approaches. In general, micro--nanoresonant sensors are characterized by a unique combination of high sensitivity to external perturbations, due to the greatly reduced dimensions of sensing element, and ultra-low-noise performance, due to the intrinsically high quality factor (*Q*) of such resonant systems. Furthermore, resonant sensors use frequency as the output variable, which is one of the physical quantities that can be monitored with the highest accuracy and converted to digital form by simply measuring zero crossings. Among all types of resonant sensors, the one based on MEMS/NEMS resonators can typically deliver the most compact and power efficient sensing solutions thanks to the use of on-chip transduction techniques (such as piezoelectric, electrostatic or thermal) in contrast with the bulky and off-chip optical actuation and readout techniques (requiring the use of power hungry lasers and other bulky optical components and interconnects) typically employed in optical resonators[@b8][@b13] or optomechanical resonant systems[@b14], which are not suitable for many low-power portable applications. The current bottleneck in the development of high-performance MEMS/NEMS resonant infrared detectors is the lack of deeply subwavelength and highly absorbing materials compatible with standard microfabrication processes and efficient transduction techniques. Indeed, the conventional approach to enable infrared absorptance in MEMS/NEMS resonant structures involves the integration of an infrared absorber (that is, a thin layer of lossy dielectric[@b8][@b15][@b16] or a metal--insulator--metal grating[@b17]) on top of the vibrating body of the resonant transducer. Although a relatively weak infrared absorptance (\<50% and polarization dependent) is typically achieved using this conventional approach, the electromechanical and thermal properties of the resonator (hence detection capability and power efficiency of the infrared sensor) are severely deteriorated due to the electrical and mechanical loading effects of the relatively bulky infrared absorbing material stack attached to the vibrating body of the micro/nanostructure[@b17].

The fundamental challenge associated with efficient light concentration in planar structures with deeply subwavelength thickness has recently been addressed in the field of nanoplasmonics[@b18][@b19][@b20]. Metasurfaces with optical properties not found in nature have been synthesized by tailoring plasmonic resonances sustained by arrays of nanostructures with subwavelength dimensions. These effects have been utilized in a wide range of applications, including beam steering[@b21][@b22], ultrathin focusing or diverging lenses[@b23][@b24], reflectors[@b25] and absorbers[@b26][@b27]. Thanks to these findings, plasmonically enhanced MEMS/NEMS has emerged as a promising research direction towards the development of miniaturized transducers able to convert electromagnetic energy into electric signals by simultaneously exploiting plasmonic, thermal and electromechanical properties[@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31]. In particular, uncooled infrared sensors consisting of a plasmonic absorber attached to a conventional MEMS thermal detector (that is, thermopile or microbolometer) have been demonstrated[@b32][@b33], showing enhanced responsivity at specific wavelengths of interest in the infrared range. More recently, the integration of bulk metamaterials and nanoplasmonic infrared/THz absorbers in beam-type nanomechanical structures has also been demonstrated[@b34]. It has been shown that the plasmonically enhanced light absorption can induce a substantial beam deflection through the intrinsically high thermomechanical coupling of such free-standing nanomechanical structures. Even though these devices exhibit improved detection capabilities compared with some conventional MEMS-based thermal detectors, they require the use of relatively cumbersome and complex off-chip optical readouts to monitor the thermally induced deformation of the nanobeam. In this perspective, the achievement of efficient actuation and sensing of mechanical vibration in a plasmonic nanomechanical structure with intrinsically enhanced light absorption capability (without the need of integrating additional infrared absorbing materials) is highly desirable, being able to combine high sensitivity with power efficient on-chip transduction and readout.

Here we propose an ultrathin (650 nm) piezoelectric plasmonic metasurface forming the vibrating body of a nanomechanical resonator with unprecedented optical and electromechanical performance. By combining plasmonic and piezoelectric electromechanical resonances, we demonstrate efficient transduction of vibration in a nanomechanical structure with a strong and polarization-independent absorption coefficient over an ultrathin thickness, addressing all fundamental challenges associated with the development of performing resonant infrared detectors.

Results
=======

Device design
-------------

The proposed plasmonic piezoelectric NEMS resonator, illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, is composed of an aluminum nitride (AlN) piezoelectric nanoplate (500-nm-thick) sandwiched between the two metal layers ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The bottom layer (100-nm-thick platinum (Pt)) is patterned to form an interdigitated transducer (IDT) used to actuate and sense a high-order lateral-extensional mode of vibration in the nanoplate[@b35]; the top electrically floating layer (50-nm-thick gold) is patterned with the goal of confining the electric field induced by the bottom IDT across the piezoelectric nanoplate ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while simultaneously enabling absorption of infrared radiation in the ultrathin piezoelectric nanoplate thanks to suitably tailored plasmonic resonances ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The nanoplate is released from the silicon (Si) substrate to vibrate freely, and it is mechanically supported by two ultrathin Pt tethers (100-nm-thick, 6.5-μm-wide and 20-μm-long), which also provide electrical contact[@b36]. Such Pt tethers greatly improve the thermal isolation between the nanoplate and the Si substrate compared with conventional ones composed of an AlN--Pt stack[@b37]. The mechanical resonance frequency of the plasmonic piezoelectric resonator is defined by the equivalent Young\'s modulus *E*~eq~ and density *ρ*~eq~ of the resonant material stack, and the pitch of the interdigitated electrode *W*~0~ (electrode width plus spacing, see [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), given by . When an a.c. signal is applied to the bottom IDT of the device, the top electrically floating electrode acts to confine the electric field across the device thickness, and a high-order contour-extensional vibration mode is excited through the equivalent *d*~31~ piezoelectric coefficient of AlN[@b35] when the frequency of the a.c. signal coincides with the natural resonance frequency, *f*~0~, of the resonator ([Supplementary Note 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). If an infrared beam impinges on the device from the top ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), it is selectively absorbed by the metasurface, leading to a large and fast increase of the device temperature Δ*T*, due to the excellent thermal isolation and extremely low-thermal mass of the free-standing nanomechanical structure. Such infrared-induced temperature rise results in a shift in the mechanical resonance frequency of the resonator (from *f*~0~ to *f*~0~−Δ*f*) due to the intrinsically large temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) of the device[@b38]. Therefore, the incident IR power can be readily detected by monitoring the resonance frequency of the device.

As we show in the following, the proposed plasmonic nanomechanical resonant structure provides all the fundamental features necessary for the implementation of uncooled infrared detectors with unprecedented performance ([Supplementary Note 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, we need to maximize its absorption within the spectrum of interest: to this end, an array of subwavelength patches ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) is patterned within the top metal electrode of the device. Proper patterning of such plasmonic nanostructures in the top metal layer allows the whole device to behave as a spectrally selective and polarization-independent infrared ultrathin absorber[@b26], significantly enhancing the electromagnetic field concentration within the AlN dielectric ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While a single array of subwavelength patches is fundamentally bound to absorb no more than half of the impinging radiation for symmetry constraints[@b39], the presence of the piezoelectric nanoplate allows us to go beyond this limit and absorb a large portion of infrared energy at resonance. At the same time, we need to achieve maximum thermal isolation of the resonant body from the heat sink, which is ensured by minimizing the thickness of the tethers used to support the nanoplate. The anchors of piezoelectric MEMS/NEMS resonators are conventionally composed of a thick and thermally conductive piezoelectric layer, directly patterned on the same layer forming the vibrating body of the resonator[@b35], and a thin metal layer employed to route the electrical signal to the actuation electrode integrated in the body of the resonator. On the contrary, here the relatively thick piezoelectric material is completely removed from the anchors, minimizing their thicknesses (ultimately limited by the need of a thin metal layer for electrical routing), resulting in a resonant thermal detector with markedly enhanced responsivity (0.68 Hz nW^−1^). Third, we need to achieve also a low-thermal time constant (440 μs), which is obtained by exploiting the unique properties of high-quality ultrathin AlN films deposited on a Si substrate with a low-temperature sputtering process, enabling low-volume piezoelectric nanoplate resonant structures with a significantly reduced thermal mass. Despite the resonator volume scaling, we are also able to obtain low-noise performance, thanks to the piezoelectric transduction properties of the ultrathin AlN film, which enable efficient on-chip piezoelectric actuation and sensing of a high *Q*\>1,000 and high-frequency bulk vibration mode in a free-standing nanoplate, leading to a resonator with very low noise spectral density (∼1.46 Hz Hz^−1/2^ at 100 Hz measurement bandwidth).

The plasmonic metasurface was designed using a transmission line approach, assuming a continuous 100-nm-thick Pt layer beneath the piezoelectric thin film (see Methods). The patch and unit cell dimensions were chosen to provide a Fabry--Perot-like resonance at ∼8.8 μm. While a conventional longitudinal resonance would lead to a significant thickness, severely affecting the mechanical and thermal response of the resonator, in our design we tailored the plasmonic metasurface patterned on top of the grounded AlN nanoplate to have a large capacitive surface reactance *X*~s~=−1/(*ωC*~s~), under a *e*^−*iωt*^ time convention. Stacked on top of a grounded slab, the dominant resonance is achieved when , where *Z*~0~ and *β* are the characteristic impedance and propagation constant of the AlN substrate. It confirms that, by tailoring the surface reactance of the plasmonic metasurface to be largely capacitive, it is possible to induce an ultrathin Fabry--Perot resonance in the substrate. It is worth noting that, despite the presence of a small perturbation in the bottom metal layer (interdigitated configuration with two 6-μm-wide gaps rather than a perfectly continuous ground plane), the induced Fabry--Perot-like resonance is mainly determined by the physical dimensions of the gold patches patterned on the top surface of the AlN nanoplate, which are polarization independent[@b26].

In our device, the plasmonic nanostructures cover 80% of the top metal layer, as a trade-off between large absorption, achieved by coating the entire layer, and high electromechanical transduction efficiency, achieved by removing a portion of the metasurface and replacing it with continuous metal ([Supplementary Note 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We achieved an electromechanical coupling coefficient, *k*~t~^2^∼1% ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 2a,b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} presents the predicted absorption with and without top subwavelength patches, highlighting how the metasurface can largely increase the absorption at resonance, despite the deeply subwavelength thickness of the device. We also theoretically and experimentally demonstrate that a strong and spectrally selective absorption of long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) radiation, with lithographically determined centre frequency and peak values \>85% (over the device area covered by the plasmonic metasurface), can be readily achieved ([Fig. 2c,d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Our measurements match very well with the theoretical simulations within the entire band of interest.

Device fabrication and characterization
---------------------------------------

On the basis of this design, the proposed infrared detector ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) was fabricated using a post-complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible microfabrication process involving a combination of photolithography (four masks) and electron-beam lithography (one step). The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) absorption spectrum of the device was first measured (see Methods) showing that ∼80% of the impinging optical power (normal incidence to the device surface) is absorbed at the desired spectral wavelength ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), which validates the performance of the designed piezoelectric metasurface. By removing the plasmonic pattern from the device top electrode would lead to negligible absorption, confirming the uniqueness of the proposed design ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

We also show that, by altering the lateral size of the nanoplasmonic structure (gold patch), it is possible to accurately tailor the absorption peak over a wide range for spectrally selective infrared detection ([Fig. 2c,d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). We do note the presence of absorption peaks at around 3--4 μm in [Fig. 2b,c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, which we attribute to an in-plane resonance arising between the fingers of the interdigitated bottom Pt electrode.

The electromechanical performance of the resonator was characterized by measuring its admittance versus frequency ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). A high *Q*=1,116 and electromechanical coupling coefficient *k*~t~^2^=0.86% were extracted by equivalent model fitting ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; Methods), demonstrating the unique advantages of the proposed design in terms of high electromechanical transduction efficiency and low loss. The thermal properties (thermal resistance, temperature distribution and TCF) of the infrared detector were characterized by both finite element analysis and experimental verification ([Supplementary Figs 5--8](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Note 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The response of the fabricated infrared detector in the LWIR band was characterized using a 1,500-K globar (2--16-μm emission) as an infrared source. For the sake of comparison, the incoming infrared radiation was also detected using a conventional AlN MEMS resonator with same frequency sensitivity to absorbed heat but without plasmonic pattern (hence non-enhanced infrared absorptance). Thanks to its properly engineered optical properties, the piezoelectric plasmonic resonator showed fourfold enhanced responsivity ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), despite its absorption band (full width at half maximum of 1.5 μm) being much narrower than the emission band of the source. With a narrowband source at the frequency of interest, the responsivity would be much larger. The smallest impinging optical power that can be detected was experimentally estimated by measuring the device responsivity, *R*~s~, and noise spectral density (Supplementary Note 5), demonstrating a low noise equivalent power (NEP) ∼2.1 nW Hz^−1/2^ at the designed spectral wavelength (for which infrared absorptance ∼80%). The NEP is arguably considered the most important performance metric for an infrared detector ([Supplementary Note 5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the value measured for the realized proof-of-concept detector proposed here is already comparable to the best commercially available uncooled broadband thermal detectors, while providing unique spectral selectivity in the LWIR band. The response time of the detector was also evaluated by measuring the attenuation of the device response when exposed to infrared radiation modulated at increasingly faster rates ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; Methods), showing a low-thermal time constant, *τ* ∼440 μs.

Discussion
==========

Differently from more conventional approaches involving the integration of an infrared absorbing material (such as Si~3~N~4~, SiO~2~ or a metal--insulator--metal grating) on top of an optical/mechanical resonant thermal detector[@b8], our approach uses an individual plasmonic piezoelectric nanostructure acting simultaneously as absorber, resonator and transducer. It is also worth noting that our proposed plasmonic NEMS resonant sensor exploits a high-frequency on-chip piezoelectric transduction mechanism that has been a key enabler for MEMS technologies. In particular, AlN-based piezoelectric micro-acoustic devices are nowadays the commercial standard used in the radio frequency (RF) front ends of modern smart phones (that is, see Avago Technologies thin-film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR)). Therefore, the demonstration of a resonant infrared detector based on a bulk-extensional mode plasmonically enhanced piezoelectric resonator, instead of more conventional MEMS, optical resonators or optomechanical structures, is a key advancement over earlier works that really enables the use of these emerging MEMS plasmonic technologies in low-power and miniaturized wireless communication devices. The unique capability of such AlN-based MEMS technology to deliver high-performance and CMOS compatible sensors and RF components makes it the best candidate for the realization of the next-generation miniaturized, low-power, multi-functional and reconfigurable wireless sensing platforms that will be crucial for the development of the internet of things.

Importantly, even though the proposed resonator possesses a unique combination of efficient electromechanical transduction, strong and spectrally selective infrared absorption capability and very low NEP, there is still plenty of room to improve the performance of these piezoelectric plasmonic NEMS devices. First, novel designs could be employed to further improve the absorption of the piezoelectric metasurface to near unity[@b41]. Second, to reach the thermal fluctuation noise limit ([Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), all the noise sources contributing to the generation of frequency fluctuations, such as the resonator flicker noise, random walk and drifts[@b42], need to be carefully investigated and mitigated. Moreover, the volume of the plasmonic piezoelectric resonator can be further reduced (for instance, by scaling the thickness of the piezoelectric nanoplate, see [Supplementary Fig. 9](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and its design can be optimized, investigating optimal materials and innovative geometries for the device anchors to increase the thermal resistance up to ∼10^7^ K W^−1^, which is typical of conventional microbolometers. As a result, we expect this technology to achieve NEP in the order of ∼1 pW Hz^−1/2^ ([Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), thus enabling the implementation of multi-spectral thermal imagers with noise equivalent temperature difference as low as ∼1 mK.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an uncooled NEMS resonant infrared detector with unique spectrally selective infrared detection capability. Sensing and actuation of a high-frequency (162 MHz) bulk acoustic mode of vibration in a free-standing ultrathin piezoelectric plasmonic metasurface have been demonstrated and exploited for the implementation of a NEMS resonator with unique combined optical and electromechanical properties. By exploiting the piezoelectric properties of AlN thin films, efficient on-chip transduction of the NEMS plasmonic resonant structure has been achieved, eliminating the need for the cumbersome and complex off-chip optical readouts employed in previous devices. Thanks to properly tailored absorption properties, strong and spectrally selective detection of infrared radiation, for an optimized spectral bandwidth centered around 8.8 μm and high thermomechanical coupling between electromagnetic and mechanical resonances in a single ultrathin piezoelectric nanoplate have been experimentally verified. This work sets a milestone towards the development of a new technology platform based on the combination of nanoplasmonics and piezoelectric nanoelectromechanical systems, which can potentially deliver fast (hundreds of μs), high resolution (NEP as low as ∼1 pW Hz^−1/2^) and spectrally selective uncooled infrared detectors suitable for the implementation of high-performance, miniaturized and power efficient infrared/THz spectrometer and multi-spectral imaging systems.

Methods
=======

Fabrication
-----------

The plasmonic piezoelectric resonant infrared detector was fabricated using a post-CMOS compatible microfabrication process involving a combination of photolithography (four masks) and electron-beam lithography (one step), as illustrated in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. The fabrication started with a high-resistivity (resistivity \>20,000 Ω m) 4-inch silicon wafer: (a) 100-nm-thick Pt was sputter-deposited and patterned by lift-off process to define the bottom IDT; (b) 500-nm-thick high-quality *c* axis orientated AlN film was sputter-deposited on top of the Pt IDT, and wet etched in H~3~PO~4~ to open the vias to get access to the bottom electrode and dry etched by inductively coupled plasma in Cl~2~-based chemistry to define the shape of the AlN resonator; (c) 100-nm-thick Au was deposited by electron-beam deposition and patterned by lift-off process to define the probing pad; (d) 50-nm-thick Au was deposited by electron-beam deposition and patterned by electron-beam lithography and lift-off process to define the nanoplasmonic metasurface; (e) the Si substrate underneath the resonator was etched by xenon difluoride (XeF~2~) to completely release the device.

Modelling
---------

### Nanoplasmonic piezoelectric resonant infrared detector---electrothermal equivalent circuit

The proposed plasmonic piezoelectric NEMS resonant infrared detector is modelled by a two-port network with both electrical (voltage, *V*, used to drive the electromechanical resonance) and thermal inputs (infrared power, *Q*~IR~, absorbed in the piezoelectric resonant structure), as shown in [Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. At the thermal port, the free-standing resonant structure is simply modelled as a thermal mass, with thermal capacitance *C*~th~, coupled with the heat sink at a constant temperature *T*~0~ via the thermal conductance *G*~th~ (thermal resistance, *R*~th~=1/*G*~th~). The thermal capacitance is intrinsically related to the properties and overall volume of the material stack forming the vibrating structure (*C*~th~*=c*·*v*·*ρ*; where *c* is the specific heat capacity, *v* is the volume and *ρ* is the material density). The thermal conductance is instead mainly determined by the geometry and material properties of the tethers connecting the free-standing vibrating body of the device to the substrate ([Supplementary Note 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At the electrical port, the resonator is modelled with a modified Butterworth--Van Dyke (MBVD) equivalent circuit model[@b43], shown in Figure 5b. The MBVD circuit consists of two branches in parallel: an acoustic branch composed by the series combination of the motional resistance, *R*~m~ (quantifying dissipative losses), motional capacitance, *C*~m~ (inversely proportional to the stiffness) and motional inductance, *L*~m~ (proportional to the mass); and an electrical branch composed by the series combination of the capacitance, *C*~0~ (capacitance between the device terminals), and resistance, *R*~0~ (representing the dielectric loss). A series resistance, *R*~s~, is also included in the circuit to represent the electrical loss associated with the metal electrodes and routing ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

### Nanoplasmonic piezoelectric resonant infrared detector---electromagnetic model

This section briefly presents the analysis and design of the proposed plasmonic nanomechanical resonator from an electromagnetic point of view. Specifically, this analysis permits obtaining the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient of the resonator, *η*, which determines the resonator increase of temperature (Δ*T)* when infrared radiation is impinging onto the detector ([Supplementary Note 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Thanks to the structure symmetry and assuming a continuous Pt layer beneath the AlN, the analysis of a single unit cell of the metasurface suffices to investigate the electromagnetic behaviour of the whole device. This analysis is carried out using the equivalent transmission line of [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. This circuit is totally rigorous[@b44][@b45], that is, exactly equivalent to solving Maxwell\'s equations, assuming that (i) a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave is normally impinging on the resonator and (ii) the operation frequency is well below the cutoff frequency of the higher-order modes excited in the metasurface. Note that these two conditions are indeed fulfilled in this case.

The characteristic impedance and propagation constant of the different transmission line sections involved in the model are

where the subscripts '0\', 'AlN\' and 'Pt\' denote free space, aluminum nitrate dielectric and Pt, respectively, '*c*\' is the speed of light, is the radial frequency and is permittivity, respectively. In addition, the Pt layer is modelled following a simple Drude model

with plasma frequency *ω*~p~=7.88 × 10^15^ rad s^−1^ and relaxation time *τ*=7.8 fs (ref. [@b46]). We characterize the aluminum nitrate substrate using a Lorentzian permittivity model as

with *ω*~p1~=8.663 × 10^13^ rad s^−1^, *ω*~*t*1~=1.6894 × 10^14^ rad s^−1^, *τ*~1~=0.2367, ps, *ω*~p2~=2.5115 × 10^14^ rad s^−1^, *ω*~*t*2~=1.2558 × 10^14^ rad s^−1^, *τ*~2~=0.3185, ps. The electromagnetic model of the array of gold patches is very challenging and there are no closed-form expressions available for a general case. However, in case of electrically small unit cells (that is, *a*+*b*\<\<*λ*~0~, being *λ*~0~ the operating wavelength) and densely packed planar patches (b\<\<*a*), the surface impedance of the array of gold patches can be approximated by[@b44]

where *σ*~Au~ is the gold conductivity and *ɛ*~eff~=(1+*ɛ*~AlN~)/2 is the effective permittivity surrounding the metasurface. We have numerically verified that [equation 4](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides accurate results in the specific metasurfaces under consideration. However, note that the near field created by the actual thickness of the gold patches (∼50 nm) slightly decreases the effective distance between the patches. This phenomenon, common in microwave and optics[@b47], is easily taken into account using an effective separation distance *b* slightly lower than the physical one.

The proposed circuit is analysed using an analytical transfer-matrix approach, thus providing the absorption coefficient of the resonator versus frequency. The metasurface employed to cover the AlN resonator is designed in two steps: (i) the input impedance and absorption of the AlN slab grounded by the Pt layer are computed using the equivalent circuit of [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} in the absence of the metasurface (that is, *Z*~MTS~≈∞), and (ii) the dimensions of the unit cell and patches of the metasurfaces are chosen with the help of ([equations 2](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [3](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [4](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}) aiming to match the input impedance of the structure to the free-space impedance at the operation frequency, therefore maximizing the absorption coefficient. Finally, the electromagnetic behaviour of the designed structure is confirmed using the full-wave commercial software Computer Simulation Technology (CST) mimcrowave studio.

It is important to point out the good agreement between theory and measurement ([Fig. 2a,b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), especially taking into account that the fabricated device does not have a continuous Pt layer, but a patterned one (patterned IDT with a partial coverage of ∼70%, which is needed to excite a 160-MHz contour-extensional mode of vibration in the plasmonic piezoelectric nanoplate). However, the influence of this pattern is limited because (i) most of the unit cells (around 70%) are grounded by a continuous Pt layer and (ii) it basically introduces a small capacitance to the ultrathin Pt layer electromagnetic response. We have further verified with CST full-wave simulations that the influence of this pattern is negligible.

Measurements
------------

The electromechanical performance of the plasmonic piezoelectric resonator was characterized by measuring its equivalent electrical admittance with an Agilent E5071C vector network analyzer after performing an open-short-load calibration on a standard substrate. The scattering parameter, *S*~11~, of this one-port electrical network was first measured and then converted into the admittance, *Y*, according to: *Y*=(1/50)(1+*S*~11~)/(1−*S*~11~). The values of the equivalent circuit elements were extracted from the measurement by MBVD model fitting. The mechanical quality factor, *Q* (inversely proportional to the mechanical damping affecting the resonator), and electromechanical coupling coefficient, *k*~t~^2^ (a numerical measure of the conversion efficiency between electrical and mechanical energy in an electromechanical resonator), were extracted according to: *Q*=(1/*R*~m~)(*L*~m~/*C*~m~)^0.5^, and *k*~t~^2^=(*π*^*2*^/8)(*C*~m~/*C*~0~), respectively[@b48]. The device admittance amplitude--frequency nonlinearity was measured by monitoring the admittance amplitude versus frequency shift for different levels of RF power. Further details about the measurement and analysis can be found in the [Supplementary Note 5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The reflectance, *R*, spectra of the fabricated nanoplasmonic metasurface and plasmonic piezoelectric resonator were measured using a Bruker V70 Fourier transform infrared coupled with a Hyperion 1000 microscope. A reflective gold mirror was used as a background for calibration. The absorption spectrum, *A*, of each sample was then directly obtained as 1−*R*, assuming minimum transmission through the sample, which is a reasonable assumption given the large metal coverage of both the top Au plasmonic structures and bottom Pt electrode.

The response of the fabricated infrared detector in the LWIR band ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) was characterized using a 1,500-K globar (2--16-μm emission) as an infrared source coupled with a Bruker Hyperion 1000 microscope for focusing the infrared beam onto the device. The incident infrared radiation was modulated by an optical chopper at 1 Hz. Measurement bandwidth (intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth) of the network analyzer was set to 100 Hz to obtain the best noise performance. All experiments were performed in an open environment in ambient temperature and pressure.

The thermal time constant of the detector was evaluated by measuring the attenuation of the device response when exposed to infrared radiation modulated at increasingly faster rates ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). An EOS Photonics ∼5-μm continuous-wave quantum cascade laser with a relatively high output power (∼50 mW) was employed as a heat source. The infrared radiation emitted by the quantum cascade laser was modulated using an optical chopper (modulation frequency was varied from 1 Hz to 1 kHz) and focused onto the infrared detector using a zinc selenide (ZnSe) lens (with 70% transmission for infrared radiation in the 0.6--16 μm spectral range). The 3dB cutoff frequency, *f*~3 dB~, was found to be 360 Hz, resulting in a time constant *τ*=1/(2π*f*~3 dB~) of 440 μs ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

The transient responses of the device were measured by exciting the resonator at a single frequency, *f*~c~=161.5 MHz, for which the slope of admittance amplitude curve versus frequency is maximum (121.3 dB MHz^−1^)[@b7], and by monitoring the variations over time of the device admittance amplitude (Δ*Y*) using our network analyzer. The admittance amplitude change was then converted to frequency change (Δ*f*) by multiplying the slope of the admittance versus frequency ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). The measurement bandwidth (IF bandwidth) of the network analyzer was set to 10 kHz (sampling time of 0.1 ms), which is small enough compared with the thermal time constant of the detector.
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![Overview of the plasmonic piezoelectric nanomechanical resonant infrared detector.\
(**a**) Mock-up view: an aluminum nitride nanoplate is sandwiched between a bottom metallic interdigitated electrode and a top nanoplasmonic metasurface. The incident IR radiation is selectively absorbed by the plasmonic metasurface and heats up the resonator, shifting its resonance frequency from *f*~0~ to *f*′ due to the temperature dependence of its resonance frequency. (**b**) Scanning electron microscopy images of the fabricated resonator, metallic anchors and nanoplasmonic metasurface. The dimensions of the resonator are as follows: *L*=200 μm; *W*=75 μm; *W*~0~=25 μm (19+6 μm); *L*~A~=20 μm; *W*~A~=6.5 μm. The dimensions of the unit cell of the plasmonic metasurface are as follows: *a*=1635, nm; *b*=310 nm. IR, infrared.](ncomms11249-f1){#f1}

![Absorption properties of the proposed plasmonic piezoelectric nanomechanical resonator.\
(**a**) Simulated (transmission line theory) and measured (FTIR) absorption spectra of a 500-nm-thick AlN slab grounded by a Pt layer (without plasmonic nanostructures). It shows two intrinsic absorption peaks, associated with AlN at 11.3 μm (888 cm^−1^) and 15.5 μm (647 cm^−1^)[@b40], and one at 4 μm associated with the resonant structure. (**b**) Simulated and measured absorption spectra of the fabricated plasmonic piezoelectric nanomechanical resonator. The dimensions of the Au patches that compose the metasurface are *a*=1,635 nm, *b*=310 nm, and the thickness of the Au, AlN and Pt layers are 50, 500 and 100 nm, respectively. (**c**,**d**) Measured and simulated absorption properties of the piezoelectric plasmonic resonant structure with varied Au patch sizes, demonstrating its functionality of spectrally elective detection of infrared radiation in the LWIR range. The unit cell sizes are as follows: design A: *a*=1,780 nm, *b*=128 nm; design B: *a*=1,680 nm, *b*=253 nm; design C: *a*=1,640 nm, *b*=313 nm; design D: *a*=1,620 nm, *b*=331 nm.](ncomms11249-f2){#f2}

![Device performance.\
(**a**) Measured admittance curve versus frequency and MBVD model fitting of the resonator for *Q*~IR~=0. The extracted values of the MBVD parameters (see Methods) are as follows: *R*~s~=80 Ω; *R*~m~=880 Ω; *L*~m~=1 mH; *C*~m~=1 fF; *R*~0~=2 kΩ; *C*~0~=145 fF. (**b**) Measured response of the plasmonic piezoelectric resonator and a conventional AlN MEMS resonator to a modulated IR radiation emitted by a 1,500-K globar (2--16 μm broadband spectral range). (**c**) Measured frequency response of the detector. The 3dB cutoff frequency, *f*~3 dB~, was found to be 360 Hz, resulting in a time constant *τ*=1/(2*πf*~3 dB~) of 440 μs. (**d**) NEP for different values of thermal resistance (*R*~th~). The solid lines indicate the calculated NEP values associated with each of the three fundamental noise contributions (as expressed in [Supplementary Equations 5--6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), assuming: resonator area=200 × 75 μm^2^, *ɛ*=1, *T*~0~=300 K, *P*~*c*~=0 dBm, \|TCF\|=30 p.p.m. K^−1^, *Q*=2,000. The individual data points indicate the measured NEP values of four fabricated AlN resonant plasmonic IR detectors using four different anchor designs (hence four different *R*~th~ values) and a Si~3~N~4~ nanobeam (spectrally selective, static measurement using off-chip optical readout)[@b34]. IR, infrared.](ncomms11249-f3){#f3}

![Microfabrication process for the plasmonic piezoelectric NEMS resonant infrared detector.\
A--A′ and B--B′ denote longitudinal and transversal axis of the device, as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.](ncomms11249-f4){#f4}

![Electrothermal equivalent circuit of the device.\
(**a**) Equivalent thermoelectrical circuit of the nanoplasmonic piezoelectric NEMS resonator. (**b**) Modified Butterworth--Van Dyke (MBVD) equivalent circuit.](ncomms11249-f5){#f5}

![Electromagnetic circuit model of the piezoelectric resonator.\
A normally incident Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave impinges on the structure shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The outer transmission line sections represent the free space, *Z*~MTS~, is the surface impedance of the array of gold patches (metasurface), and the inner transmission line section takes into account the AlN dielectric and the ground platinum layer, respectively. Each section is characterized by its characteristic impedance *Z* and propagation constant *β*.](ncomms11249-f6){#f6}

![Measured admittance curves versus frequency of the resonator for IR on and off.\
The inset shows the zoomed in admittance shift around the resonance frequency. The exciting frequency of 161.5 MHz is also marked at which the frequency response of the device was measured. IR, infrared.](ncomms11249-f7){#f7}
